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fun game but whis they had a free mode where you could just fly it where ever. I cant understand the bad rating of the game. If
your controller is configured well, the feeling of the game is soooo great. Absolutely recommend the game.. I wish I could play
it to review it but all I get is the following error. And 'yes', I have verified the download. Fatal error:
[File:D:Build++UE4+Release-4.15+CompileSyncEngineSourceRuntimeCoreUObjectPrivateSerializationAsyncLoading.cpp]
[Line: 2527] Missing Dependency, request for BoxGENVARIABLE but it hasn't been created yet.
KERNELBASE.dll!0x0000000075154878 DroneRacing.exe!0x0000000001564DAC DroneRacing.exe!0x000000000156B66C
Review: 0/10.. Very glichy. Dosen't work very well. Better of playing DRLs simulator.. Still getting the fatal error.Total crap!!!.
I guess because I'm late to the FPV sim game, I get the goods? This plays well now, is really fun, and I thoroughly enjoyed the
difficulty levels. It definitely works as a game and as a sim fpv trainer, helped me immediately with my flying. I'm a very
beginner flyer though so others may have varying experiences depending on their experience. I really enjoyed this, thanks
Flyleap, whoever you are! God bless you guys! It seems as though others had bad experiences in the past prior to updates?
Works fine for me on standard gamepad.. HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA?. Does exactly what it says on the tin. Physics are
fairly crisp and the courses are challenging. Lacking content, graphical fidelity and UI polish right now but this game will
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appease many drone enthusiasts. It's got a very high skill curve and I found the stock throttle control was fairly difficult on a
PS4 DS controller since it lacks the ability to hold the throttle at a specific value unlike a typical tx. (Have yet to try it with my
Dx5e since I need a specific cable). I wouldn't recommend this game at all for someone wanting to just use a KB/Mouse.
Overall I think for the $12 price this is a no brainer for anyone looking or interested in trying drone flying without the larger
investment or worrying about crashing. Right now content is extremely limited, which does question is longevity, but I think if
the devs are consistent with updates this game could be a fantastic sandbox for drone enthusiasts in the future. Things i'd like to
see: UI improvements; it's blocky and messy in places (yes it's EA, but it needs more consistency) Drone customization, props,
motors, batteries, flight controllers etc in addition to the weight/power sliders in settings Less dependence on 'set' courses/maps
and a 'random' or 'seeded' option that mixes up the gate locations each time. All levels quickly become stale after you race them
a few times.. waste of ing time tried several controllers/xb/radiolink/flysky nothing. I really like that track editor but any track
didn't load i create a new track but it didn't load too i really want to know why ? i tried this on 2 different pc and both of them
same tracks didn't load help me please
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